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A major topic of this dissertation is determination of the effective material pammeters of

composites with stochastic interface defects in their hyperelastic mode of strains. This is done

with a joint usage of specially designed laborafory experiments mdprobabilistic

homogenization. For this purpose a theoretical intoduction is provided and suitable

computational algorithms are proposed- These are applied and validafed for the objective

composite under uniaxial shetch. The objrctive composite consists ofhigh denstty

polyurethane matrix made of Iaripur LPR 5020 ffid,s%of carbon black F60 reinforcement.

The proposed approach is dmigned for m aftitrary isotopic hlperelastic potential and is

validated with success for the Mooney-Rivlin, Amrda-Boyce and N*Hookean constiartive

models. It inhoduces a concept of the augmented maserial model, which deseribes

depe,lrdency of the effective msterial parameters on an e)fte,rt of the stochastic interface

defwt. It is described by their voftune fraction, which is also the only input rmdom variable

in this sfirdy; it has a Gaussian disuibution Frrfher, the modeling $hat€gy for mechanical

pruperties of thc hyperelastic interphasc in direct neighboftmd of the CB puticles is

proposed- It is used in verificdion of aninflueirce of the input rmdom vmiable on the

composite effective material parameters, effective shain e,nergies and e,ffective shess under

ulliaxial stretch; this is doae in the detexnainistic and stochastic context Nex{ a computational

algoritrm for determination of shtistical estimators of the inpr$ rmdom variable is infioduced

and applied for the objective coryosite. Numerical calculus is made in a hyb,rid ryproach

withfur a firunework of, the stochastic finite element method. The deterministic part is

coryuted in the FEM syste,m ABAQUS on the basis of a cubic nepesentative Vohrme

Ele,ment and the probabilistic calculus is performd qmbolically inthecoryuter algebra

syste,m MAPLE 2018. Probabilistic part is computed wifh use of three indepmdent methods,

which ae the geireralized iterative stochastic pe*urtation techique, the crude Monte-Carlo

simulation and, prytabilistic s€mi-analyticat m€thod- Probabilistic characteristics are

computed for the composite state variables. They include the expected values, coefficients of

variation, skeumess md kutosis
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